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We proceed with the necessary modifications in the hypotheses of the auxiliary result
Proposition 3.5 of the originally published article.

Theorem 1.1 Let Hk (k = 1, 2, 3) be Hilbert spaces and let P : H1 → H2 and
V : H2 → H3 be partial isometries with initial spaces N1 and N2 and final spaces
M1 and M2, respectively. Then V P is a partial isometry if and only if the projections
V ∗V and PP∗ commute. If V P is a partial isometry, then its initial and final spaces
are P∗(N2 ∩ M1) and V (N2 ∩ M1), respectively.

Theorem 1.1 corrects Proposition 3.5 of the original article. In the original article
the mentioned proposition works as an auxiliary result for the proofs of some of the
main results of the paper. It is used there to compute the initial and final spaces of
the following partial isometries (see above Proposition 3.6 of the original article and
Corollary 3.9)

Tn := χ�S∗χDSnχ� and (S∗
�)kTn (n, k = 1, . . .).

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1007/s11785-010-0119-9.
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For the reader convenience, in the following resultwe explain how to justify the validity
of the hypothesis missing in Proposition 3.5 of the original article, for each use of the
later Proposition. To begin with, we introduce the following definition

Tj,n := χ�S jχDSnχ� ( j, n ∈ Z±).

For n = 1, 2, . . ., we note that Tn = T1,n .

Theorem 1.2 Let k and m be positive integers and let j and n be non-zero integers.
Then Tj,n and (S∗

�)kTm,n are partial isometries on L2(�).

Proof Define the following operator

V j : L2(D) → L2(�), V j := χ�S jχD.

We known that a bounded operator P between Hilbert spaces is a partial isometry if
and only if P∗P is a projection. Thus, that V j is a partial isometry follows from the
Dzhuraev’s formulas over the unit disk D, which are equivalent to BD, j = V∗

j V j (see
also Proposition 3.3 of the original article). Moreover, Tj,n coincides with the product
of the partial isometries V jV∗−n . Since BD, j = V∗

j V j and BD,−n = V∗−nV−n and we
know that the projections BD, j and BD,−n commute (see [1, Lemma 3.1]) then from
Theorem 1.1 it follows that Tj,n is a partial isometry. Finally we show that (S∗

�)kTm,n

is a partial isometry. Since Tm,n is a partial isometry, then Tm,nT ∗
m,n is a projection

whose image is contained in the final space of χ�SmχD, which by Theorem 2.8 of
the original article we know that is a subspace of A2−m(�). Moreover, (S�)k(S∗

�)k

is the projection onto the orthogonal space of Dk(�). Since Dk(�) ⊂ A2
k(�) (see

Corollary 3.4 of the original article) and B�,k B�,−m = 0 (see Corollary 2.6 of the
original article) then the final space of Tm,n is contained in the initial space of (S∗

�)k .
From Theorem 1.1 we then obtain that (S∗

�)kTm,n is a partial isometry. ��
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